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Abstract

Understanding the detailed differences between posed and spontaneous smiles

is an important topic with a range of applications such as in human-computer

interaction, automatic facial emotion analysis and in awareness systems. Dur-

ing the past decade or so, there have been very promising solutions for accurate

automatic recognition and detailed facial emotion analysis. To this end, many

methods and techniques have been proposed for distinguishing between spon-

taneous and posed smiles. Our aim here is to go beyond the present state of

the art in this field. Hence, in this work, we are concerned with understand-

ing the exact distribution of a smile - both spontaneous and posed - across the

face. To do this, we utilise a lightweight computational framework which we

have developed to analyse the dynamics of human facial expressions. We utilise

this framework to undertake a detailed study of the smile expression. Based on

computing the optical flow across the face - especially across key parts of the

face such as the mouth, the cheeks and around the eyes - we are able to accu-

rately map the dynamic weight distribution of the smile expression. To validate

our computational model, we utilise two publicly available datasets, namely the

CK+ dataset in which the subjects express posed smiles and the MUG dataset

in which the subjects express genuine smiles. Our results not only confirm what
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already exists in the literature - i.e. that the spontaneous genuine smile is truly

in the eyes - but it also gives further insight into the exact distribution of the

smile across the face.

Keywords: Smile Analysis, Genuine Smiles, Posed Smiles, Smile Weight

Distribution

1. Introduction

A smile is the most common facial expression that occurs among humans

during our daily lives. Studies show that the smile represents a powerful signal

for affirmative behaviour, social bond, health and longevity. Additionally, by

way of measuring a smile one may be able to predict the outcome of a contested

fight [1], whether a couple would stay married or not [2] and even gender [3, 4, 5],

just to name some. In very basic terms, a smile can be considered either as a

sign of true enjoyment (e.g. in the case of a spontaneous genuine smile) or as a

sign of negative emotion (e.g. in the case of a posed smile). For example, posed

smiles, indicating negative emotions, in social situations can be inferred as a sign

of politeness, shyness, or embarrassment. An important point to bear in mind is

that the predictably of certain traits and behaviour depends on understanding

the nature of the smile, i.e. whether the smile is genuine or not [6, 7].

1.1. Main Contributions

The prime aim of this work is to develop an efficient computational mecha-

nism for the analysis of smiles. More specifically, the aim here is to study the

spatial and temporal distribution of the smile expression on the face. In doing

so, we aim to see how the smile is weighted across the face. Through the compu-

tational engine we present in this paper, we also like to confirm the hypothesis

that the genuine smile has more weight around the eyes as previously shown by

psychological studies.

From the extensive literature survey we have undertaken into the topic of

smile analysis especially using computational techniques we have not come

across studies which try to look into the distribution of a smile across the face.
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In particular, the interest here is to develop a robust computational mechanism

to study the smile in order to understand the exact weight distribution around

each of the corresponding facial features. In doing so, we should be able not only

to affirm that the genuine smile is in the eyes but also we must be able to work

the proportional distribution of the weight of a smile around the mouth and eyes.

Such a computational tool must not only answer a pending theoretical question

of the exact distribution weights across the face during a smile, but it should

also be useful for devising efficient human computer interaction systems and

also developing soft biometrics to complement existing biometric authentication

systems. We believe such a tool will be equally useful to social and clinical

scientists who are keen to have a deeper understanding of the behavioural and

personal traits by studying the face.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we discuss some of

the key literature relating to the work we present in this paper. In Section 3, we

describe our proposed computational framework which we utilise for smile detec-

tion and analysis. In this framework, we use standard techniques to process and

detect the face from video feed and utilise an optical flow based algorithm for

analysing the temporal parts of the smile. In Section 4, we discuss the datasets

we have utilised for our experiments. Section 5, is dedicated to discussing the

smile analysis experiments we have carried out using our computational frame-

work and we report some of the interesting results we have obtained following

those experiments. In Section 6, we reflect on the results and finally, in Section

7, we conclude this paper.

2. Related Work

You meet an old friend after a long time. You shake hands with him and

he cracks an old joke. A series of emotional data filters into very specific parts

of your brain. As a result, your brain instructs to arouse two major muscles

in your face - the zygomatic major and the Orbicularis Oculi. The corners of

your mouth curl up, and the outer regions around your eyes squeeze with the
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Figure 1: The dynamics of a typical smile onset to apex (peak) to offset.

appearance of visible wrinkles which depicts the shape of a crow’s foot. The

entire process is short lived only lasting less than two-thirds of a second.

Thus, during a smile, the zygomatic major muscle of the face contracts. The

prominent visual effect, as a result, is the raising of the lip corners. As far as

the dynamics of a smile is concerned, there are three distinct phases in any type

of a smile as shown in Figure 1. They are called the onset, the apex or the peak

and the offset. The onset starts from the neutral facial expression to the peak

during which the zygomatic major muscle contracts. The apex refers to the

time it takes for the smile to stay in the expressive state and the offset is when

the facial expression reaches from the expressive state back to the neutral. In

the case of a Duchenne (or a genuine) smile, the cheeks get raised along with a

significant narrowing of the eye aperture, resulting in wrinkles (or crow’s feet)

on the outer sides of the eyes. In the case of a felt smile, which also may

involve involuntary real laughing, the two major muscles namely zygomaticus

and orbicularis oculi contacts. On the other hand, a posed smile also known as

a social smile involves the isolated contraction of the zygomaticus major muscle.

The French neurologist Guillaume-Benjamin Duchenne who in the late 1860s

was the one who set the stage for the scientists of the 20th and 21st century
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to undertake research into facial expression relating them to behaviour and

personality traits. Duchenne’s work, at the time, started off by applying direct

electrical current to faces of people in an effort to understand how various facial

muscles are related to various facial expressions, especially the smile expression.

His work was later followed by Charles Darwin [8] and others, including Paul

Ekman [9].

One commonly used system today to analyse facial expressions, in both

human and computer based experiments, is the Facial Action Coding System

(FACS). The original idea of FACS was developed by Carl-Herman Hjortsjô in

1969 [10], though much of its credit goes to Paul Ekman who has developed

the idea extensively and utilised it to study facial emotions. The FACS system

is effective in categorising individual facial expressions based on facial muscle

movement which are referred to as Action Units (AUs) [9]. Thus, for example,

it is widely accepted that a smile corresponds to the combination of AU12

and AU6. Though FACS is an effective means to categorise facial expressions

and inferring the underlying emotions, it is not entirely suitable to study the

dynamics of facial expressions in a detailed manner. This is because FACS does

not have a mechanism to describe the temporal effects of facial expressions which

can be crucial for in-depth analysis of the dynamic face. The establishment of

EMFACS which groups individual AUs into categories - by Ekman and his

colleagues may serve some purpose to this end, but does not go all the way in

mapping the dynamics of a smile expression.

It is interesting to note that of the basic facial expressions (happiness, anger,

disgust, fear, sadness, and surprise) which Ekman identifies through his FACS

system, only the feeling of happiness with its expressive feature of the smile,

is observably related to the underlying physiological and the facial pattern of

expression. However, there exists considerable scientific controversy regarding

Ekman’s other basic patterns of expressions [11, 12, 13].

There is no doubt that research into human facial analysis has recently

increased dramatically. In the past, researchers faced significant challenges in

their studies relating to human facial expression analysis due to the limitations
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of technology for automated video analysis, for example. However, this hurdle

appears to be overcoming slowly with developments in automated and accurate

facial analysis systems. And, of the facial expressions being studied recently,

the smile appears to be one of the most studied facial expression.

Distinguishing between a genuine and posed smiles is still considered to be

a challenging task, which according to [14], is associated with perceptual and

attentional mechanisms, where humans pay a lack of attention to a certain cue

that would help them in their judgement between these types of smiles. Recent

research in analysing real (Duchenne) and posed (non-Duchenne) smiles have

been carried out from three perspectives: physiological, social experiments and

computational studies.

2.1. Physiological and Social Studies

Facial expression analysis and detection is also an active research field in

psychology where data are collected, either by using sensors or through social

experiments, including showing videos of genuine and posed smiles and using

human judgements to initiate some statistical analysis. For example, in a sensor-

based system, data are collected using facial electromyography (EMG) [15]. This

is a diagnostic technique used for recording facial muscle activity by placing

electrodes on the face [15, 16].

Surakka and Hietanen used EMG to measure the zygomaticus major move-

ment, which is one of the facial muscles that pull the mouth into an angle to

formulate the smile [14]. This is done by placing electrodes on the subjects’

faces under study, thus allowing to measure the smile intensity and their du-

ration. Using this technique, they studied the difference between genuine and

posed smiles. Their results imply that spontaneous smiles not only are formed

faster than posed smiles but they also use different muscle movements.

Thus, using EMG to classify Duchenne and non-Duchenne smiles, one can

identify the muscles related to these smiles in the context of other emotions

such as disgust, fear, anger, sadness, interest, surprise and pleasure. The results

indicate that both smiles have a high occurrence in the interest, surprise and
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pleasure expressions, however, the Duchenne smiles have significantly stronger

EMG activity in the periocular and cheek muscle regions as compared to EMG

activity in neutral faces.

From a social experimental perspective, a lot of research has been carried

out on analysing people’s reactions and influence on genuine and posed smiles.

Research by Bernstein et al. show individuals’ preferences to work with others

through Duchenne versus non-Duchenne smiles [17]. In their experiment, partic-

ipants performed two ostensibly unrelated tasks. First, they wrote essays about

experiences of inclusion, exclusion or mundane events. Then, after successfully

completing this task, participants responded to 16 items assessing their levels of

belonging, control, self-esteem and meaningful existence felt during the experi-

ence. Second, participants watched videos of individuals expressing Duchenne

(10 videos) and non-Duchenne smiles (10 videos) and were asked to evaluate

each individual as a potential partner for a project on which they might work.

The results show participants have a greater preference to work with individuals

displaying genuine smiles.

Mai et al. investigated the ability of Chinese participants to look for Duchenne

and non-Duchenne smiles based on focussing at the mouth and eyes [18]. In their

experiment, 100 participants were asked to evaluate 20 videos and were asked

to rate each video as real or fake smiles. Afterwards, participants were asked

to answer the question, “what part of the face was most useful for discriminat-

ing between fake and real smiles?” The results showed that participants highly

depend on information from the eyes to successfully distinguish between gen-

uine and posed smiles and participants who focussed on the eyes can identify a

genuine smile more accurately.

2.2. Computational Studies

From a computing perspective, a lot of research has been done using psycho-

logical studies as ground rules to distinguish between genuine and posed smiles

using computational platforms. According to Surakka and Hietanen, a smile

that raises the corners of the mouth and raises the cheeks with an appearance
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of eye wrinkles is considered as a Duchenne smile, whereas a smile that only

raises the corners of the mouth is known to be a non-Duchenne smile [14]. In

terms of the FACS system, a Duchenne smile uses AU6 and AU12 and a non-

Duchenne smile uses only AU12 [9]. Moreover, according to Manera et al., a

Duchenne smile can be categorised as a true expression of happy emotion in

comparison to a non-Duchenne smile [19].

Wu et al. proposed a system to detect genuine and posed smiles based on

the detection of AU6 and AU12 [20]. This is done by using a Gabor filter and

2D principal component analysis. In addition, they use the well known Ad-

aBoost algorithm for feature reduction. For classification, they used a support

vector machine (SVM) and gained 85.9% correct classification. Shan looked at

the problem of in-the-wild smile detection by testing pixel differencing using

AdaBoost [21]. He compared his method with local binary patterns and Gabor.

This pixel differencing method using AdaBoost gives an accuracy of 89.7% and

this method appears to be a lot faster too.

In the work of Hoque et al., they looked into the study of smiles under

the elicited conditions of frustration and delight [22]. They used the temporal

pattern analysis in smiles to distinguish between the two types of smiles. For

binary classifications, they used SVM, hidden Markov models and hidden-state

conditional random fields and claim to have obtained an accuracy of 92% in

distinguishing the smiles under frustrating and delighted stimuli using their

dynamic SVM classifier. Similarly, Dibeklioglu et al. classify genuine and posed

smiles using distances and angular features for eyelid movement [23]. They use

continuous HMM, k-nearest neighbours (k-NN) and naive Bayes classifiers and

claim to obtain an accuracy of 91% for posed smiles and 80% for genuine smiles

using just the movement of eyelids.

3. Our Computational Framework

Our computational framework is composed of three main entities. First,

we process the face from a given video by detecting the face and generating
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Figure 2: Description of our computational framework for analysis the smile dynamics.

the necessary landmarks to identify important regions of the face. The facial

regions of concern here are the eyes, cheek and the mouth. Second, to detect

the changes in the key facial regions, we designed an automated algorithm to

measure the dynamics of these regions. This is done using an adaptation to

the optical flow algorithm as described later. Finally, the optical flow algorithm

gives us an output from which we can measure both the localised as well as

the overall weight of the motion on each of the facial regions. In Figure 2, we

show the flow diagram of our dynamic framework which contains these three

main components, namely the face and facial landmark detection, key feature

identification and analysis.

The detection phase includes face detection, face resizing, landmark detec-

tion and identifying the regions of interest (ROI). The first step in our frame-

work is to detect and track the face within a given video sequence. For this

purpose, we have used a well known algorithm for image processing called the

Viola Jones algorithm [24]. It is based on Haar feature selection to create an

integral image through the use of Adaboost training and cascade classifiers. We

have undertaken much work on this algorithm and we have found this algorithm

to be fairly stable. Thus, the ability of this algorithm to robustly detect faces

under different lighting conditions has been well established and our extensive
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Figure 3: Description of how landmarks are detected and how the relevant regions of interest

on the face are determined.

experimentations using the algorithm have demonstrated us that this algorithm

is fairly robust to occlusions as well as variations in lighting conditions [25, 26].

Once the face is detected, we then crop the face to a standard size depend-

ing on the resolution of the video image. Having a standard for each image

frame from the video ensures there are consistency and uniformity across. It

also ensures that all the landmark detection followed by the ROI detection is

undertaken appropriately.

Landmark detection is done using the CHEHRA model [27], which is a ma-

chine learning framework trained to detect the facial landmarks. The output of

this algorithm is a set of facial landmark points as shown in Figure 3(a). The

CHEHRA algorithm has been trained to detect facial landmarks using faces in-

the-wild datasets under varying illumination, facial expressions and head pose.

Again, we undertook many tests to evaluate the performance of this algorithm.

We found that, in general, the algorithm is acceptable though we noticed that

it is unlikely to be fully applicable for real time face analysis applications.
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Facial Feature Regions of Interest Corresponding Landmarks

Eyebrows R1 and R2 P1 to P5 and P6 to P10

Eye corners R3 and R6 P11 and P20

Right eye R4 P12 to P16

Left eye R5 P17 to P19, P21 and P22

Upper right cheek R7 P24, P25 and P11

Middle right cheek R9 P25, P26 and P11

Lower right cheek R11 P27 to P29 and P32

Upper left cheek R8 P24, P25 and P20

Middle left cheek R10 P25, P26 and P20

Lower left cheek R12 P27 to P29 and P38

Upper mouth right R13 P32, P33 and P49

Upper mouth middle R14 P35 to P37 and P48

Upper mouth left R15 P37 to P38 and P47

Lower mouth right R16 P42 to P44

Lower mouth middle R17 P40 to P42 and P45

Lower mouth left R18 P40, P46, P39

Table 1: Description of the regions of interest, the relevant facial features and the correspond-

ing facial landmarks.
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3.1. Identification of Regions of Interest

Upon detection of the landmarks, we define the relevant ROI such as the

area around the eyes, cheeks and the mouth. To do this, we first identify all the

landmarks in a neutral facial expression which helps us to identify the initial

location of the mouth, cheeks and eyes. This process also enables us to normalise

the ROI identification process.

Table 1 shows the relevant facial features (i.e. the mouth, eyes and the

cheeks) and the associated ROI as well as the corresponding landmarks. The

computation of a specific ROI is done through two steps. First, we locate the

relevant reference landmarks which are defined as two 2-dimensional vectors

(x, y) where variation across each axis is considered separately. Second, using

the formulation (λx, λy), we can denote a shift distance for each axis from the

reference points. Thus, using the shift distances (λx, λy) along with the origin

of the central landmark point, we can compute the ROI using Equation 1 such

that,

ROx = Px ± λx, ROy = Py ± λy, (1)

where Px shows the reference point along the x-axis and Py shows the reference

point along the y-axis.

It should be noted that there are ROI where no obvious boundaries can be

defined such as the R9, R10, R11, R12 and that below the eyes, R7 and R8. In

such cases, where landmarks cannot be directly identified, we use the Euclidean

wise nearest reference landmark. For example, to locate the left eyebrows, using

landmark P1 we allocate a window of appropriate size (110 by 35 pixels in this

case) which covers the area surrounding the eyebrows. Similarly, to locate the

right cheek, we use the right mouth corner point P38 as the reference landmark

to infer R12, R10 and R8.

Using the above formulation and by means of using the facial landmarks as

reference points, we thus allocate the ROI as shown in Figure 3(b). Moreover,

we identify 18 ROI through which the motion around mouth, cheeks and eyes

can be monitored. In particular, we identify 4 different ROI around the eye, i.e.
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eyebrow (R1 and R2), eye corners (R3 and R6) and the area beneath the eye (R7

and R8). The reason we allocate such a greater number of ROI to the eye area is

that we wanted to study the regions around the eye area in greater detail. This

is because previous work has shown that there are greater distinctions in the

level of activity around the eye area between genuine and non-genuine smiles.

Therefore, to test this as well as to fine tune our framework, to distinguish

between genuine and non-genuine smiles we wanted to study the area around

the eyes in greater detail.

3.2. Computing the Optical Flow

Once the relevant ROI are allocated, its motion over time (through the

dynamics of a smile) can be tracked and analysed. To do this, we have imple-

mented a technique which we derived using the optical flow algorithms proposed

by Lucas Canade [28] and Farnebck [29].

In the optical flow framework, one would consider two successive image

frames which can be taken at time t and t + ∆t at the allocated ROI corre-

sponding to the facial features. Given that we represent the intensity of motion

over a given feature, which can be written as I(x, y, t), then following a time

period of t+ ∆t we can write the intensity as,

I(x, y, t) = I(x+ ∆x, y + ∆y, t+ ∆t). (2)

The assumption made in the optical flow computation is that the dynamic

changes occurring within the ROI between successive frames are small. Hence

by way of Taylor series expansion we can expand Equation 2 as,

I(x+ ∆x, y + ∆y, t+ ∆t) = I(x, y, t) +
∂I

∂x
∇x+

∂I

∂y
∇y +

∂I

∂t
∇t+ ... (3)

Thus, we can infer,

∂I

∂x
∇x+

∂I

∂y
∇y +

∂I

∂t
∇t = 0, (4)

and dividing throughout by ∇t and representing ∇x
∇t = Vx and ∇y

∇t = Vy in

Equation 2, we can write the optical flow as,

IxVx + IyVy + It = 0, (5)
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where, Vx and Vy are components of optical (velocity) flow [28].

To estimate V(x,y), one can employ a range of techniques including linear

and non-linear polynomial fittings. For this work, we have utilised a weighted

least squares fit such that we minimise, W 2(x, y)[∆I(x, y, t)+I(x, y, t)]2, where,

W (x, y) denotes a window function that must give more influence to the centre

of the region of interest than the periphery of a given feature.

The specific form of W (x, y) is assumed to be elliptic where in this particular

case we have used the discrete Harmonic mask M [30], such that,

M =
1

4


0 1 0

1 (x, y) 1

0 1 0

 . (6)

The choice of this discrete form was to provide a degree of temporal smooth-

ing, which would help mitigate potential noise in the features and to provide a

real-time computational framework because harmonic discrete masks are equiv-

alent to an averaging process [31].

Once the optical flow values are computed, they need to be normalised in

order to overcome some of the challenging factors such as the face location

relative to the camera, the changing size as well as the pose of the face as it

moves from one frame to the other. To obtain a uniform normalisation, we use

one of the most stable areas of the face namely, the triangular area formed with

the tip of the nose, P29 and the two eye corners, P11 and P20.

After normalising the flow values, we further eliminate some noise in the

optical flow computations, which we have found affecting our results. To do this,

we check the average flow value, fROI , of each region of interest and compare

it to ε which is set to 0.1 as shown in Equation 7. Here, MROI represents the

movement occurrence as a Boolean value set to be true if the flow value exceeds

the ε which is used later in calculating the smile weight distribution, i.e.,

if fROI > ε : MROI = True. (7)

Note, the value of ε was decided by carrying out a set of explicit experiments

on each ROI related to the facial features for the mouth, nose and eyes.
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3.3. Computing the Smile Weight Distribution

Subsequently, as shown in Figure 2, the last part of our proposed work is the

analysis, using which we study the relationship between facial features in genuine

and posed smiles. We do this at two levels, i.e., we look at the overall weight

distribution across the face and we look at the localised weight distribution at

the feature level. The overall weight distribution represents the relationship

between all the main facial features in genuine and posed smiles. Similarly, the

localised weight distribution represents the relation between different parts of

the facial features in genuine and posed smiles.

Computing the overall weight is based on the occurrence of flow using Equa-

tion 7, where we check whether the value in the region of interest area is higher

than ε, which indicates a gain in flow and is considered as the flow value for

the corresponding facial feature. The weight is computed for each facial feature

by counting the number of flow values to the number of subjects in the dataset

which indicate how many subjects used the specific facial features through the

smile expression.

The localised flow is achieved by computing the flow in specific ROI, using

Equation 8 where fR(i) represents total flow in an ROI with identity i. This is

done by computing the flow value and summing up all flows in each possible

direction which represent the total displacement in specific ROI. Thus,

f(R(i)) =
∑

f(R(i),y+) +
∑

f(R(i),y−) +
∑

f(R(i),x−) +
∑

f(R(i),x+). (8)

Equations 9, 10 and 11 represent the total flows computed using ROI for the

eyes fE , cheeks fC and the mouth area fM respectively. Equation 12 represents

the total flow value for the face fFace. Again, this is done by summing up the

flow values in the eyes, cheeks and mouth.

fE =

6∑
i=1

fR(i) (9)

fC =

12∑
i=8

fR(i) (10)
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fM =

18∑
i=13

fR(i) (11)

fFace = fE + fC + fM . (12)

After computing the above flow values, using Equations 13 to 15, we gain

the flow value normalised for each facial feature. Thus, the overall weight is

computed by dividing the flow value of each facial feature by the total flows as

shown in Equations 9, 10 and 11 for eyes, cheeks and mouth respectively, such

that,

Eyeweight =
fE
fFace

, (13)

Cheekweight =
fC
fFace

, (14)

Mouthweight =
fM
fFace

. (15)

4. Datasets

We use two different datasets each of which has a specific type of smile -

genuine or posed.

The CK+ dataset [32] has 82 subjects expressing posed smiles, where each

subject is sat facing the camera with a fixed light. The subjects were asked to

express a happy emotion. In fact, the CK+ dataset contains metadata which

identifies the AUs, landmarks and the six basic emotions - happy, surprise,

anger, fear, disgust and sadness.

The MUG dataset [33] contains 52 subjects of Caucasian origin aged between

20 and 35 expressing laboratory-induced emotions. In order to create non-posed

emotions, subjects were recorded while they were watching a video to help them

induce emotions. For the video recording setup, subjects were sitting in a chair

in front of the camera with a blue background with two 300w light sources. The

camera recorded a video with 19 frames per second with size 896 by 896 pixels.

Figure 4 shows a sample of the image sequence used in our experiments, Figure

4(a) shows a subject from the CK+ dataset and Figure 4(b) shows a subject

from the MUG dataset.
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Figure 4: Sample image sequences from the datasets. (a) Images from the CK+ dataset and

(b) images from the MUG dataset

.

For the purpose of balancing the number of subjects and removing potential

biases due to an imbalance on the number of subjects, in all the experiments,

we used an equal number of subjects from both the datasets. Thus, in this case,

we have used all the 52 subjects from MUG dataset and similarly we selected

52 subjects from the CK+ dataset too.

5. Experiments and Results

In this section, we discuss some of the experiments we undertook to validate

our computational framework and to obtain interesting results on the weight

distribution across the face between genuine and posed smiles. The broad aims

of these experiments were to show there is a distinct difference in the weight

distribution computed as optical flow and also to calculate the exact weight

distribution on individual facial features for genuine and posed smiles.
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5.1. Flow Analysis between Neutral and Peak Smile Expressions

In this experiment, we measure the flow values to compare the flow between

the neutral and peak smile expressions for both genuine and posed smiles. To

do this, we utilise the first set of frames in the neutral expression and we divide

them into three groups, namely, N1, N2 and N3. Similarly, the peak frames

are divided into three groups namely, P1, P2 and P3. Using the optical flow

algorithm described previously we measure the flow related to the ROI for each

of the facial features.

In order to check if these values have a significant meaning, we compute the

average flow for the neutral and peak smile expression - fN(1−3), fP (1−3) - for

the 52 subjects selected from each of the datasets. Thus, we have,

Average(fN(1−3)) =
1

52

52∑
j=1

1

n

n∑
i=1

fN(1−3), (16)

Average(fP (1−3)) =
1

52

52∑
j=1

1

n

n∑
i=1

fP (1−3), (17)

where n represents the number of frames we have selected for each of the neu-

tral and peak groups of the smile expressions. Note, other statistical measures

such as median and standard deviation of the smile weight distribution can be

computed in a similar fashion.

Figure 5 shows the average of the neutral and peak frames for the mouth,

cheeks and the eyes. The results in the figure indicate that the MUG dataset

produces a higher average compared to the CK+ dataset.

Furthermore, we compute the median for the neutral and peak of the smile

expression, fN(1−3) and fP (1−3), for the subjects in the datasets. Figure 6 shows

the median flow values for the neutral and peak smile expression for the mouth,

cheeks as well as the eyes. Again, the results show that the MUG dataset has a

higher median value compared to the CK+ dataset. Figure 7 shows the average

and the median flow for the eyes for the selected subjects in both the datasets

further indicating that there is a significant difference between the flow values

for the MUG and CK+ datasets.
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Figure 5: Average flow around the mouth, cheeks and the eyes for the selected subjects in the

MUG and the CK+ datasets

.

Figure 6: Median flow around the mouth, cheeks and the eyes for the selected subjects in the

MUG and the CK+ datasets

.
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Figure 7: Average and median flow around the eyes for the selected subjects in the MUG and

the CK+ datasets

.

To investigate the above results further, in the second experiment, we com-

pute the flow for the peak of the smile expression, fP (1−3), for the selected

subjects in both the datasets.

Figures 8 shows the fP (1−3) averages and the standard deviations for the

subjects in both datasets for the mouth, cheeks and the eyes. As shown in these

figures, there are differences between the flow for the subjects in the MUG and

CK+ datasets in the mouth and cheeks areas where the flow around mouth in

the MUG dataset has an increase of 79% and the cheeks show 53% increase in

flow compared to the corresponding flow values for the subjects in CK+ dataset.

Finally, for the eyes, for the subjects in the MUG dataset, we see an increase in

122% compared to the CK+.

As a final experiment, we wanted to measure the weight of the flow distribu-

tion across individual facial features under consideration. Thus, we computed

the flow around the 18 different ROI. Figure 9 and 10 summarises the results.
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Figure 8: Average and the standard deviation for flow around the eyes, cheeks and mouth for

the peak of the smile expression for the selected subjects in the MUG and the CK+ datasets.

Figure 9: Smile weight distribution for individual ROI for the subjects in the MUG and the

CK+ datasets.
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Figure 10: A violin plot showing the relative weight distribution of smiles for some selected

ROI for the selected subjects in the MUG and the CK+ datasets.

6. Discussions

As can be seen from the above results, we found there is a significant differ-

ence in the flow values between genuine and posed smiles. In the first experi-

ment, where we looked at the neutral and peak portion of the smile expressions,

the results show that both the average and the median of the flow around the

selected facial features are significantly different. Furthermore, the results also

indicate that there is a significant difference between the flow around the eyes for

genuine and posed smiles. In fact, in some cases, we observed a 4-fold increase

in the average flow values around the eyes in the case of a genuine smile.

Additionally, we computed the flow distribution for the subjects expressing

genuine and posed smiles for each of the related ROI in the areas around the

eyes. The results show that subjects expressing genuine smiles have a higher

average flow distribution and higher median values in the case of a genuine

smile.

In order to test the statistical significance of our results for flow distribution

across various regions of the face for genuine and posed smiles, we carried out an

unpaired t test with the mean and standard deviations as illustrated in Figure
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Facial Feature Error of Difference p Value

Mouth 0.050 0.0774

Cheeks 0.038 0.4364

Eyes 0.020 0.0011

Table 2: Results of unpaired t-test showing that the flow distribution around the eyes have

statistically significant difference among the subjects in the MUG and CK+ datasets.

8. As previously highlighted, the sample size for each of the datasets is 52.

With these settings, Table 2 shows the error of difference and the p values for

the mouth, cheeks and the eyes. As can be seen, the results do indicate that

the flow distribution around the eyes is highly statistically significant.

In general, from the experiments we have undertaken, we can assume there

is at least a 10% higher rate of activity around the eye in the case of a genuine

smile. This measure thus can be broadly applied for distinguishing between a

genuine and a posed smile.

7. Conclusions

In this work, we have looked at identifying the genuineness of a smile by

means of analysing the dynamic components of the facial expression associated

with the smile. As shown, the weight distribution of the smile implies that it can

be detected accurately in both the mouth and cheeks since the flow around these

areas are significant among all the test subjects we studied for both genuine and

posed smiles. Additionally, there is significant flow distribution in the eyes of

the subjects expressing genuine smiles when compared to those expressing posed

smiles.

Hence, to answer the question of which part of the facial feature contains

most information with regard to a genuine smile, our studies conclude that it is

indeed the eyes, as previously shown, e.g. in [11, 20, 23]. From our experiments,

we can infer that there is at least a 10% increase in activity around the eye in

the case of genuine smiles. Furthermore, genuine smiles show a higher average
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and median values when compared to posed smiles, in all regions of the face,

especially in the eye area. Thus, our studies confirm what has been previously

uncovered. Besides, our framework can be utilised to compute the exact weight

distribution over individual facial features in a smile - genuine or posed.

To our knowledge, there is no literature for computationally measuring the

exact weight distribution of facial expressions such as the smile expression across

the face. Hence, in some sense, it has been difficult to compare and contrast

our results. Nonetheless, the computational framework presented in this paper

serves to add weight to the psychological and social studies relating to the

expressions of the smile, e.g. the genuine smile is indeed in the eyes. Equally,

our framework can be used to infer the exact weight distribution of the smile

expression, or for that matter other emotional expressions, across the face.

Knowing the distribution of weights across the individual facial features is

important in devising future human machine interaction systems. Such systems

can assist in accurate measurement of emotional levels of individuals in a non-

invasive manner, automated analysis of interviews, detection of deceit as well as

intent. We also believe such a tool will be equally useful to social and clinical

scientists who are keen to seek a deeper understanding of the behavioural and

personal traits of people through facial emotional expressions.

The work we have presented here has clear limitations. For example, we have

utilised datasets which are relatively small in size to undertake our experimen-

tation and to draw conclusions from. It will be useful to know the scalability

of our results for larger datasets. In addition to this, we have intuitively chosen

three areas of the face to focus our study upon. However, there could be other

areas of the face which could equally be significant - the eyelid, for example,

being one such plausible area.

Computational methods coupled with modern machine learning techniques

might be one possible direction to take the studies relating to the smile weight

distribution further. Finally, a further area of importance that could be inves-

tigated is to see the uniqueness of the smiles and the uniqueness of the weight

distribution of the smiles, at the individual level, across the face which we be-
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lieve can have potential further applications in person identification and in soft

biometrics.
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